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This Court should grant summary judgment in favor of Allegheny County and reject
Plaintiffs’ demand to remove the 84-year-old Commandments Plaque from the Courthouse.
Plaintiffs have no standing because they admit that they have no injury, their supposed psychic
discomfort from feeling marginalized as atheists was not caused by the Plaque, and removal of
the Plaque will not redress their discomfort. The Plaque does not constitute an establishment of
religion because it was erected for well-documented secular purposes reflecting this County’s
commitment to the Rule of Law on the heels of its sacrifices in World War I and exists in a
museum-like National Historic Landmark display with other items of historical, cultural and
legal significance that in no way endorses religion.
I. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
In 1918, an organization known as the International Reform Bureau ("IRB") and citizens
of various faiths donated to Allegheny County a bronze plaque containing the Ten
Commandments from the King James Version of the Bible (“Plaque”). Complaint, ¶¶ 13-14;
Courthouse Tablet Unveiling Monday, The Pittsburgh Sun, April 5, 1918, Defendant’s Appendix
to Motion for Summary Judgment (filed herewith), Exhibit (“Def. Ex.”) H. The Plaque was
intended to recognize the role of the Commandments in the formation of our laws and the
sacrifices made in World War I to protect the Rule of Law.1 Speaking for the County at the
dedication, Judge John D. Shafer was quoted as saying:

1

Roddey Dep. at 62. The depositions of Plaintiffs Moore and Modrovich and Allegheny
County Chief Executive James C. Roddey are included in Defendant's Appendix as Exhibits A,
B and C, respectively. See also Speakers Discuss War At Tablet Dedication, The Gazette Times,
April 9, 1918, Def. Ex. I; Religious Tablet Unveiled At The County Courthouse, The Pittsburgh
Leader, Evening Edition, April 8, 1918, Def. Ex. J; Decalogue Tablet is Dedicated Here, The
Pittsburgh Press, Evening Edition, April 8, 1918, Def. Ex. K; Decalogue Put On Courthouse,
The Pittsburgh Dispatch, April 9, 1918, Def. Ex. L.

I have the honor and pleasure of speaking for the commissioners of
Allegheny county, and express their hearty acceptance of this
tablet. The commissioners very willingly acquiesced to the
proposal to put up to public view on the front of this building, a
tablet containing the ancient code, or epitome of law, which we
are accustomed to call the Ten Commandments.
Religious Tablet Unveiled, Def. Ex. J (emphasis added).
We are engaged in a war for the maintenance of those ancient
principles set forth in the Ten Commandments . . . and it is
right that we should proclaim them in ancient form.
Speakers Discuss War, Def. Ex. I (emphasis added).2
With no opposition, the Plaque was affixed to the west wall of the Allegheny County
Courthouse, facing Grant Street, and later moved to the north wall facing Fifth Avenue, where it
remains. Response to Plaintiffs’ Request for Admission No. 30, Def. Ex. F. Never, until now,
has any citizen submitted a complaint of being “affronted and offended” by its presence.3
The Plaque is one of more than twenty plaques and other displays that adorn the
Courthouse walls and decorate its courtyard. See Def. Ex. M. Some, like the Plaque, reflect
historical notions of law. For example, at the Grand Staircase of the Courthouse, “the main,
most beautiful, and most public part of the Courthouse,” there is a mural -- many times larger
than the Plaque -- depicting the goddess of Justice, and an etching that refers to the Courthouse
as a “Temple of Justice.” County of Allegheny v. Greater Pittsburgh ACLU, 492 U.S. 573, 579
(1989) (“Allegheny County”) (quotations omitted); Corrected Declaration of Barry Hannegan,

2

Dr. Wilbur Crafts of the IRB said: “Never so much as in this war, in which one
side has torn law to pieces as ‘scraps of paper,’ do we need to keep law as the alternate of war,
before our people.” Decalogue Tablet Is Dedicated Here, Def. Ex. J.
3

Numerous government buildings recognize the Commandments’ relation to law.
For example, the courtroom of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in Pittsburgh features a large
ceiling mural depicting Moses holding tablets containing the Ten Commandments. See Moore
Dep. at 67.
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Ph.D. (“Hannegan Dec.”), ¶¶ 13-14. Other displays reflect events or messages of cultural and
historical significance, such as the Pledge of Allegiance and recognition of Vietnam War era
POWs and MIAs. Id. at ¶¶ 12-17.
Various displays contain references to God, but are not challenged here. One plaque
recites the Pledge of Allegiance and explains its history -- including the insertion of the phrase
“under God” by Congress in 1954. Def. Ex. M at 1. Both Plaintiffs are “offended by” this
“Pledge of Allegiance” plaque for the same reasons they are offended by the Commandments
Plaque (Modrovich Dep. at 42; Moore Dep. at 50). The plaque commemorating national P.O.W.
– M.I.A. recognition day, July 18, 1979, implores “DEAR GOD, WE ASK YOU IN YOUR
INFINITE MERCY, TO SAFELY RETURN THOSE STILL MISSING IN ACTION IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA.” Def. Ex. M at 2. Another plaque dedicates the interior courtyard to
“those who served with unselfish devotion the flag of our country, which, under God, is the
protector of all seekers of freedom.” Def. Ex. M at 3. A plaque inside the Courthouse contains a
direct quotation from the Old Testament Book of Job, at 42:5 (KJV). Def. Ex. M at 4. Finally,
the building is dated by the term “Anno Domini” (Year of our Lord). Def. Ex. M at 5.
In 1976, the Courthouse was designated a National Historic Landmark, and a plaque
commemorating that designation was affixed to it. Hannegan Dec., ¶ 6. In addition, the
Courthouse is well-recognized for its architectural significance, as among the finest work of
famed architect H.H. Richardson. Modrovich Dep. at 93; Hannegan Dec., ¶ 5. In light of the
Plaque’s historical value and the Plaque’s secular purposes, the County declined the demand of a
Washington, D.C.-based organization to remove it. Roddey Dep. at 62.
Plaintiff Andy Modrovich has seen the Plaque only four times, three of which directly
related to this litigation. Modrovich Dep. at 37, 40-41, 45-46. On the single other occasion --
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when he went to the Courthouse to apply for a passport -- he used the main entrance on Grant
Street, not the side entrance adjacent to the Plaque. Id. at 63-64. Mr. Modrovich does not work
downtown and does not contend that he sees or will see the Plaque on a regular basis. He alleges
only that he will travel to Pittsburgh at some unspecified point in the “near future” and will travel
“along a route that will place him in view of the tablet again.” Complaint, ¶ 3.
Mr. Modrovich claims the Plaque makes him feel as if Allegheny County “views him as
someone on the margins of society.” Complaint, ¶ 4; Modrovich Dep. at 55. He has suffered no
physical harm and has never sought any treatment or taken any medication to alleviate this
feeling. Id. Modrovich also testified (contrary to the Complaint) that the Plaque has not
impaired and will not impair his use or enjoyment of the sidewalk. He has no intention of
altering his routes or otherwise changing his behavior in order to avoid the Plaque. Id. at 44-45.
Plaintiff James Moore, a lawyer, has known about the Plaque for approximately six years,
but had never voiced any objections to Allegheny County before filing this action. Moore Dep.
at 24-25. Although he passed the Plaque nearly every business day between April 2000 and June
2001, since then he has passed it less frequently because the bus stop he typically uses is not near
the Plaque. Id. at 27-28. Moore does not intend to take any steps to avoid passing the Plaque
and has suffered no physical or psychological harm from viewing it. Id. at 29, 37-38.
II. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
A court must grant summary judgment before trial if “the pleadings, depositions, answers
to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 327 (1986).
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III. ARGUMENT
A.

THIS COURT LACKS SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS LACK ARTICLE III STANDING.
The United States Constitution empowers federal courts to hear “cases” or

“controversies.” Art. III, § 2. To have standing to sue, a party must have “a sufficient stake in
an otherwise justiciable controversy to obtain judicial resolution of that controversy.” Sierra
Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 731 (1972). The principal focus is not on the issues a litigant
raises, but rather on the party who seeks relief. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 99 (1968). In the
seminal case of Valley Forge Christian College v. Americans United for Separation of Church
and State, the Supreme Court held that to establish standing a litigant must demonstrate:
(1)
(2)
(3)

“‘he personally has suffered some actual or threatened injury as a result of the
putatively illegal conduct of the defendant;’”
“the injury ‘fairly can be traced to the challenged action;’” and
the injury “‘is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.’”

Id. 454 U.S. 464, 472 (1982) (citations omitted). Neither Plaintiff here can demonstrate any of
the three constitutional requirements: injury in fact, causation, and redressability.
1.

Plaintiffs Have Not Suffered An Injury In Fact.

As the phrase implies, an injury in fact must be “concrete” and “actual or imminent, not
‘conjectural’ or ‘hypothetical.’” Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Environment, 532 U.S. 83, 103
(1998) (citations omitted). Moreover, an alleged injury must be “distinct and palpable” to the
plaintiff personally and standing does not depend upon the merits of plaintiffs’ claim. Warth v.
Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 500-01 (1975). Thus, plaintiffs who “fail to identify any personal injury
suffered by them as a consequence of the alleged constitutional error, other than the
psychological consequence presumably produced by observation of conduct with which one
disagrees,” have not alleged an injury sufficient to confer standing, “even though the
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disagreement is phrased in constitutional terms.” Valley Forge, 454 U.S. at 485-86 (emphasis in
original). Thus, alleging injury that consists of a “‘personal constitutional right’ to a government
that does not establish religion,” is insufficient to confer standing. Id. at 483, 489 n.26.
The gravamen of Plaintiffs’ Complaint is that they have been injured because the Plaque
violates the Establishment Clause. But this claim is inconsistent with Valley Forge and its
progeny in the Third Circuit, which have insisted that the plaintiff establish a distinct and
palpable injury. For example, in Cavileer v. City of Pittsburgh, 569 F. Supp. 208, 212-13 (W.D.
Pa. 1983) (Mansmann, J.), the court held that while Plaintiffs had alleged a constitutional
violation, they lacked the requisite injury in fact to challenge the granting of a cable access
channel to the Christian Associates of Southwest Pennsylvania: “[A]bsent a particularized injury
different from that of the rights of the general citizenry to require the government to conduct its
affairs in accordance with the law a party lacks standing under Article III.” Id. at 212. Judge
Mansmann also noted that “[t]he Supreme Court rejected the implication that because the
Establishment Clause was in issue, that the standing requirements under Article III were
lessened.” Id.
Similarly, in Americans United for Separation of Church and State v. Reagan, 607 F.
Supp. 747 (E.D. Pa. 1985), aff’d, 786 F.2d 194 (3d Cir. 1986), the district and appellate courts
applied Valley Forge to dismiss an Establishment Clause challenge to the re-establishment of
diplomatic relations between the United States and the Vatican because the plaintiffs were
unable to identify any particular injury in fact. 607 F. Supp. at 751. Plaintiffs alleged that the
“existence of diplomatic relations [would] subject them to conform to government policies of
which the Roman Catholic Church approves.” Id. at 200. The court concluded that even if the
plaintiffs truly felt “stigmatized” by the government’s action, “such [stigmatizing] injury accords
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a basis for standing only to ‘those persons who are personally denied equal treatment by the
challenged discriminatory conduct.’” Id. at 201 (citations omitted, brackets in original).
Like the plaintiffs in Reagan, Plaintiffs here seek to dismantle the Plaque because it has a
“stigmatizing” effect (Modrovich Dep. at 54-55) and because it is believed to be unconstitutional
(Moore Dep. at 62). But there is no evidence from which this Court could conclude that
Allegheny County has ever treated Modrovich or Moore differently than other citizens or that
they have been denied equal services because of their objections to the Plaque. Indeed, the
record is to the contrary. Modrovich Dep. at 44-45, 52-53; Moore Dep. at 37-38. Plaintiffs thus
are indistinguishable from any member of the public who objects to the Plaque for any reason.
This is the antithesis of the particularized injury in fact required by Article III.
The Third Circuit’s analysis in ACLU-NJ v. Wall, 246 F.3d 258 (3d Cir. 2001), is also
instructive. In Wall, the ACLU members, Mr. and Mrs. Miller, challenged holiday displays in
Wall Township, New Jersey in 1998 and 1999. Both had numerous contacts with the 1998
display, as they “frequently visit[ed] the municipal complex to fulfill personal, professional, and
political responsibilities.” Id. at 264. Mr. Miller, lamenting an "affront to and rejection of" his
beliefs, stated that the display demonstrated the Township's affinity for the Christian religion and
that it had no business erecting a display of only one religion. Id. Similarly, Mrs. Miller stated
that the display endorsed the Christian religion, constituted a rejection of her political views
regarding religious diversity and inclusivity, and made her feel “less welcome in the community,
less accepted and tainted in some way.” Id. at 264-65.
The Circuit noted that it was “a close question” whether the Millers’ contacts with the
1998 display conferred standing, noting that their alleged “injuries” arguably were insufficient
because they were nothing more than “psychological consequences . . . produced by observation
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of conduct with which one disagrees.” Id. at 265 (quoting Valley Forge, 454 U.S. at 485).
Because the 1998 display was no longer at issue, however, the court did not decide the question
of standing as to that display. Id. at 266. The Third Circuit did conclude, however, that the
Millers lacked standing to challenge the 1999 display. Id. Mr. Miller testified that he saw the
1999 display, but it was unclear as to whether he observed it for purposes of the litigation or
whether he was satisfying a civic obligation at the municipal building, so the court could not
“assume that the Millers suffered the type of injury that would confer standing.” Id.
Like the Millers, Modrovich and Moore cannot allege an injury apart from the merits of
their case, i.e., that the Establishment Clause allegedly has been violated. Modrovich -- who has
seen the Plaque only four times, three of which were for purposes related to this litigation -- is
similarly situated to Mr. Miller in Wall. See Modrovich Dep. at 37. Although Moore alleges
that he has seen the Plaque more frequently, he claims that he is injured because it violates the
separation of church and state and the County is “flouting” the law by refusing to dismantle it.
Moore Dep. at 62, 67-68. But the Wall court recognized that “psychological consequences . . .
produced by observation of conduct with which one disagrees” are insufficient to confer
standing. Wall, 246 F.3d at 265 (quoting Valley Forge, 454 U.S. at 485).
Plaintiffs’ admissions that they have not altered and will not alter their behavior to avoid
coming into contact with the Plaque further undermine their standing. In Freedom From
Religion Found. v. Zielke, 845 F.2d 1463 (7th Cir. 1988), a case relied upon by the Third Circuit
in Wall, the Seventh Circuit dismissed the case for lack of standing because the plaintiffs -- like
Plaintiffs here -- “conced[ed] that they did not alter their behavior in any manner as a result of
the Ten Commandments monument; they allege[d] only that they have suffered ‘a rebuke to
[their] religious beliefs.’” Id. at 1468. The filing of a lawsuit alleging psychological injury does
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not constitute an injury in fact. Id. at 1468 n.3.
Moore’s allegations are nearly identical to the plaintiffs’ allegations in Zielke. He claims
that he is “deeply offend[ed]” for both “philosophical and constitutional reasons” because
Allegheny County is endorsing a religious tradition and failing to honor the “separation of
church and state.” Complaint, ¶ 6; Moore Dep. at 33, 38, 62. Moore also alleges that he feels
that he is not a “legitimate member of the community and that the Allegheny County government
does not represent [him].” Id. at 36. Finally, he admits that he has suffered no physical or
psychological malady because of the Plaque. Id. at 37-38. Thus, Moore’s only alleged injury
consists of what he believes to be a “‘personal constitutional right’ to a government that does not
establish religion,” which the Supreme Court has unequivocally recognized does not confer
standing. Valley Forge, 454 U.S. at 483, 489 n.26.
2.

Plaintiffs’ Feelings Of Marginalization Are Not Caused By
Allegheny County’s Continued Display Of The Plaque.

Plaintiffs also lack standing for the independent reason that they have failed to
demonstrate that their alleged injuries have been caused by Allegheny County. To the extent
Plaintiffs feel “marginalized,” those feelings stem, not from Allegheny County’s refusal to
remove the Plaque or from their sporadic "contact" with it, but from their status as atheists
perceiving themselves as living in a community of believers. See Modrovich Dep. at 53-54.
Modrovich acknowledged that he is offended not just by the Plaque, but also by the
numerous references to God and religion that permeate our culture (and the Courthouse).
Modrovich Dep. at 41-43, 50, 72-73 (offended by the Pledge of Allegiance reference to “one
nation under God”); 73-74 (“In God We Trust” should be removed from nation’s coinage); 74,
76-77 (United States should disavow Declaration of Independence’s reference to “being
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights”). In addition, when he attended
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Allegheny County Council meetings, any statements that a council member made in favor of the
Plaque offended him. Id. at 47. The cause of Modrovich’s “feelings,” in his own words, is that
in his experience, "people often treat people that don’t believe in God differently or not as well
as they would others." Id. at p. 53.
This allegation of “stigmatization” was expressly rejected by the Third Circuit in Reagan
and the Supreme Court in Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737 (1994). The Allen Court recognized
that “[i]f the abstract stigmatic injury were cognizable, standing would extend nationwide to all
members of the particular [religious] group” and “[r]ecognition of standing in such
circumstances would transform the federal courts in to ‘no more than a vehicle for the
vindication of the value interests of concerned bystanders.’” Id. at 755-56 (quoting United States
v. SCRAP, 412 U.S. 669, 687 (1973)).
The cause of Moore's alleged injury is the Plaque’s perceived unconstitutionality. Moore
Dep. at 62. This type of causal connection is much too attenuated and directly contradicts
Supreme Court precedent holding that claims of unconstitutionality are insufficient to confer
standing. See Valley Forge, 454 U.S. at 485.
3.

Plaintiffs Have Not Proved That Removal Of The
Plaque Will Redress Their Alleged Injuries.

In view of the numerous references to God and religion that offend him, Modrovich
claimed that he will continue to be treated differently and will remain on the margins of society
even if the Plaque is removed. Modrovich Dep. at 53-55. Accordingly, a favorable decision
here will not redress Plaintiffs' alleged injuries. Similarly, Mr. Moore testified that if a display or
government action is found constitutional, he is less offended than if it is not. Moore Dep. at 33,
47-48, 61-63, 67-68. Thus, Moore’s injury would be redressed by this Court ruling that the
Plaque is constitutional. Ironically, if the Plaque were to be declared unconstitutional, Moore’s
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injuries will be exacerbated because other “offensive displays” would be of questionable
constitutionality. Therefore, Moore has not proved redressability either.
B.

PRESERVATION OF THE 84-YEAR OLD PLAQUE DOES NOT EFFECT AN
ESTABLISHMENT OF RELIGION BECAUSE THE RECORD CONFIRMS THE
SECULAR PURPOSES OF THE PLAQUE AND A HISTORICAL AND
PHYSICAL CONTEXT THAT REFLECTS THOSE NOBLE PURPOSES
RATHER THAN AN ENDORSEMENT OF RELIGION.
The United States Supreme Court already has rejected Plaintiffs’ claim that the

Constitution mandates a “divide” (Complaint at 1) between church and state that precludes
historically significant expression simply because it has some religious aspect. Lynch v.
Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 673 (1984) (citations omitted); Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 623, 631
(O’Connor, J., concurring). Moreover, the Court has referenced “countless other illustrations of
the Government’s acknowledgement of our religious heritage and governmental sponsorship of
graphic manifestations of that heritage.” Lynch, 465 U.S. at 674-78.
In Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971), the Court stated that a government
practice is permissible under the Establishment Clause if it (1) has a secular purpose; (2) neither
advances nor inhibits religion in its primary effect; and (3) does not foster excessive
entanglement with religion. In Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997), the Court explained that
the entanglement prong is best understood as an aspect of the primary effect prong.4
As subsequent cases reflect, displays on or around public buildings are analyzed with
reference to their specific historical and physical context. Lynch, 465 U.S. 668 (1984)

4

While this brief illustrates the County’s compliance with Lemon as modified, Lemon has
not been applied uniformly. See Lynch, 465 U.S. at 679; id. at 688 n.1 (O’Connor, J.,
concurring). Also, four Justices have stated that government displays with religious aspects do
not violate the Establishment Clause unless they are coercive or directly benefit religion to a
degree that tends to establish a religion. Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 659, 663-67 (Kennedy,
J., dissenting). There is no such coercion or direct benefit to religion in the 84-year old Plaque.
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(permitting crèche reflecting historical foundation for Christmas); Allegheny County, 492 U.S.
573 (1989) (four Lynch dissenters and Justice O’Connor found unconstitutional a crèche, on the
Allegheny County Courthouse Grand Staircase, with the banner: “Glory to God in the highest”
in Latin, while six Justices found constitutional (for differing reasons) a 45-foot Christmas tree,
an 18-foot menorah and a sign stating: “During this holiday season, the city of Pittsburgh salutes
liberty. Let these festive lights remind us that we are keepers of the flame of liberty and our
legacy of freedom.”).
In ACLU v. Schundler, 168 F.3d 92, 103 (3d Cir. 1999), the Court of Appeals, rejecting a
challenge to a holiday display, analyzed the “splintered majority” opinions in Allegheny County
and found that the controlling standard for this Circuit is Justice O’Connor’s approach: whether
a “reasonable observer, viewing the practice in context, aware of the history and ubiquity of the
practice,” would find that the display endorses religion.
1.

Commemorating The Rule Of Law After Great Sacrifices During
World War I, Recognizing The Commandments’ Role In The
Formation Of Our Laws, And Preserving This Historically Significant
Display Are Legitimate Secular Purposes.

Lemon inquires whether the County has “a secular purpose.” Lynch, 465 U.S. at 680,
681 n.6. In finding a secular purpose in Lynch, the Court did not focus solely on the crèche, but
instead evaluated it in its historical context:
The crèche in the display depicts the historical origins of the
traditional event long recognized as a National Holiday…. The display
is sponsored by the City to celebrate the Holiday and to depict the
origins of that Holiday. These are legitimate secular purposes.
Id. at 680-81 (footnote omitted).
*

*

*

The evident purpose of including the crèche in the larger display was
not promotion of the religious content of the crèche but celebration of
the public holiday through its traditional symbols. Celebration of
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public holidays, which have cultural significance even if they also
have religious aspects, is a legitimate secular purpose.
Lynch, 465 U.S. at 691 (O’Connor, J., concurring) (emphasis added).
The uncontroverted record confirms that Allegheny County had multiple secular reasons
for accepting the Plaque in 1918. It was dedicated as commemorating the role of the
Commandments in the history of law at a time of grave concern and sacrifice for the Rule of
Law. See supra at 1-2. In the language of Justice O’Connor, the celebration of law and its
origins, which have cultural significance even if they also have religious aspects, is a legitimate
secular purpose.5 These purposes must be accepted because there is no evidence that they are a
sham. Bowen v. Kendrick, 487 U.S. 589, 604 (1988).
Thus, Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39 (1980) is distinguishable. First, that per curiam
summary reversal by a divided court without full briefing or oral argument rested on the
majority’s determination, based on the facts of that case, that mandatory posting of the
Commandments in classrooms had no secular purpose. See Lynch, 465 U.S. at 679 (“[T]he
Court carefully pointed out [in Stone] that the Commandments were posted purely as a religious
admonition . . .”). The Stone Court recognized secular uses for the Commandments. Stone, 449
U.S. at 42. Here, the County stated clearly secular purposes 83 years before this suit was filed
and 53 years before Lemon; such purposes certainly could not be labeled “self-serving” or a
“legislative recitation of a supposed secular purpose” as in Stone.6 The decision to refrain from

5

Indeed, safeguarding our heritage of commitment to the Rule of Law in the face of
violent, anti-democratic forces is as important today as it was in 1918, in the midst of the present
threat to the Rule of Law and our way of life by al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups.
6

See also Suhre v. Haywood County, 55 F. Supp.2d 384, 394 (W.D.N.C. 1994) (upholding
commandments display in courtroom: “The remarks made at the 1932 dedication are clearly part
of the historical context of the display at issue; they are not a ‘legislative recitation of a supposed
secular purpose,’ for indeed, in 1932, this lawsuit would not have been anticipated.”)
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dismantling the Plaque is based on even more secular purposes than those supporting its original
dedication. See Roddey Dep. at 14, 54, 56.
Second, Stone predates Lynch and Allegheny County, cases which make clear that even
inherently religious symbols may serve a secular purpose, and which acknowledge the
Commandments' secular message in the courts, including the Supreme Court itself. See Lynch,
465 U.S. at 677; Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 645 (Stevens, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part). The Lynch Court found that “[t]he District Court’s inference, drawn from the
religious nature of the crèche, that the City has no secular purpose was, on this record, clearly
erroneous.” Lynch, 465 U.S. at 681. Here, the Plaque is part of a secular display of historical
markers on a historic Courthouse.
Third, Plaintiffs here are “adult[s], presumably not readily susceptible to ‘religious
indoctrination,’ or peer pressure” (Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 792 (1983)(citations
omitted)), and are not children compelled to be in a classroom7 who may be induced to “read,
meditate upon, perhaps to venerate and obey, the Commandments.” Stone, 449 U.S. at 42.
Fourth, in Stone, the state administered the statute with public money. Id.
Finally, preserving the County’s history constitutes a legitimate, secular purpose. Roddey
Dep. at 14 (“[T]he plaque was an important part of the heritage and tradition of an historic
building ….”). See also id. at 54, 56. The posting of this Plaque 84 years ago is historically
significant in its expression of the community purposes referenced above. Hannegan Dec.,
¶¶ 21-22; Roddey Dep. at 20-21, 55, 56, 61-63. For nearly a century, it literally has been a
fixture of a National Historic Landmark that has a museum-like quality. Hannegan Dec., ¶ 19.

7
The Court has distinguished government-sponsored religious exercises directed at
impressionable children who are required to attend school as more likely to result in coerced
religious beliefs. See Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 81 (1985)(O’Connor, J., concurring).
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Continued display of the Plaque reflects the County’s respect for those persons whose sacrifice
and service it commemorates. Roddey Dep. at 62; Def. Answer to Int. No. 3, Def. Ex. G.
2.

A Reasonable Observer, Aware Of The Role Of The Commandments in Our
Laws, The County’s Purposes In Honoring Its Citizens’ Sacrifices For The Rule
Of Law, And The Significance Of The Plaque In The Context Of A National
Historic Display, Would Not Conclude That The Plaque Endorses Religion.

The second prong of the test inquires whether a reasonable observer, aware of the history
and ubiquity of the practice and the forum and community in which a display appears, would
perceive a governmental endorsement of religion. Schundler, 168 F. 3d at 106-07. This presents
“in large part a legal question to be answered on the basis of judicial interpretation of social
facts.” Lynch, 465 U.S. at 694 (O’Connor, J., concurring). As Justice O’Connor explained:
[T]he ‘history and ubiquity’ of a practice is relevant because it
provides part of the context in which a reasonable observer
evaluates whether a challenged governmental practice conveys a
message of endorsement of religion.
Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 630-31 (O’Connor, J., joined by Brennan and Stevens, JJ.). 8
Similarly, Justice O’Connor has explained that even where government conduct advances
religion as a primary effect, it does not violate the Establishment Clause where it does not
endorse religion by making it appear relevant to status in the political community:
Although the religious and indeed sectarian significance of the
crèche . . . is not neutralized by the setting, the overall holiday
setting changes what viewers may fairly understand to be the
purpose of the display--as a typical museum setting, though not
neutralizing the religious content of a religious painting, negates
any message of endorsement of that content.
8

History and ubiquity also have been cited to uphold government practices concerning
religion without reference to Lemon. In Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783 (1983), the Supreme
Court upheld the practice of the Nebraska legislature opening each session with a prayer,
notwithstanding that a clergyman of only one denomination had been selected for sixteen years
or that the prayers were in the Judeo-Christian tradition, because the practice was long
recognized. Such historical analysis supports the Plaque here.
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Lynch, 465 U.S. at 691-92 (O’Connor, J., concurring)(emphasis added).
Under Schundler, the “history and ubiquity” analysis considers the broader context, and
“the reasonable observer … must be deemed aware of the history and context of the community
and forum in which the religious display appears.” Id. at 106-07 (quoting Capitol Sq. Review &
Advisory Bd. v. Pinette, 515 U.S. 753, 780 (1995) (O’Connor concurring in part and in the
judgment)).
Accordingly, “the knowledge attributed to the reasonable observer [cannot] be limited to
the information gleaned simply from viewing the challenged display.” Id. at 106-07. The
inquiry is “not about the perceptions of particular individuals or saving isolated non-adherents
from the discomfort of viewing symbols of faith to which they do not subscribe.” Capitol
Square, 515 U.S. at 778 (1995)(O'Connor, J., concurring). In Elewski v. City of Syracuse, 123
F.3d 51, 54-55 (2d Cir. 1997), the Court emphasized that the plaintiff would not see the
challenged display without passing the broader context in the surrounding streets. Id. Similarly,
Plaintiffs here cannot shackle the reasonable observer, spatially or temporally, in front of the
Plaque and misconstrue the message.
Placement of these historical laws on the Courthouse provides context because of the
widely recognized ubiquity of the Commandments in the development of our law. See, e.g.,
Harrelson Dec., ¶¶ 30, 41-42, 45-46, 52, 60, 64, 69, 74-77, 80-82, 94. The Commandments’
historic role is well recognized in our popular culture, even in comic strips. See Def. Ex. N.9

9

Several Justices have recognized that the Commandments can convey a message of law
as well as religion. Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 645 (Stevens, J., joined by Brennan and
Marshall, JJ., concurring in part, dissenting in part) (“a carving of Moses holding the Ten
Commandments, if that is the only adornment on a courtroom wall, conveys an equivocal
message, perhaps of respect for Judaism, for religion in general, or for law.”)(emphasis added);
Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 45 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting)(“It is equally undeniable … that the
Ten Commandments have had a significant impact on the development of secular legal codes of
Continued on following page
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Further, the overall display of more than twenty other historical and cultural markers at
this National Historic Landmark “changes what viewers may fairly understand to be the purpose
of the display--as a typical museum setting, though not neutralizing the religious content of a
religious painting, negates any message of endorsement of that content.” Lynch, 465 U.S. 69192 (O’Connor, J., concurring) (emphasis added). Moreover, for the reasonable observer, aware
of the well documented secular purposes of the County at the close of World War I, this
conclusion is inescapable. See also Suhre, 55 F. Supp. at 46-47 (“The entire text is part of a
larger message of their historical significance as part of the emergence of basic laws which
remain to this day.”).10
Plaintiffs’ expert focuses solely on the text of the Plaque, ignoring the history and context
of the community and forum. Plaintiffs, who admit they rarely see the Plaque but claim to be
psychologically burdened by knowledge that it is there, cannot reasonably cry endorsement by
ignoring the Courthouse’s varied displays and the well-documented circumstances of the
Plaque’s placement.11 Plaintiff Modrovich has admitted that the Commandments Plaque is no
_____________________
Continued from previous page
the Western World”). Given this history, Plaintiffs’ expert’s statement (Eakin Aff., ¶ 5) that
“only in those traditions that judge the Biblical text to be authoritative (i.e., canonical scripture)
will the Ten Commandments be valued,” is meritless. Similarly, Plaintiffs’ denial of the
historical role of the Commandments (Moore Dep. at 59, Modrovich Dep. at 72) taints their
contentions regarding what a reasonable person would conclude here. Finally, most of the
Commandments are purely secular on their face (see Moore Dep. at 22) and even those with
religious aspects have well-recognized secular elements and application. See Harrelson Dec.,
¶¶ 30-90, 101-07; Roddey Dep. at 57-59; Modrovich Dep. at 82-83 (some Commandments are
“just a good idea in a secular sense”).
10

Given this historical and physical context, forced clustering of certain items would be
unnecessary as well as artistically and architecturally inappropriate. Hannegan Dec., ¶¶18-20.
11

This idiosyncratic preoccupation with the Plaque is reflected in testimony. See, e.g.,
Moore Dep. at 66 (“I suppose you could say I was coerced in the sense that there is no way to
avoid looking at it if you’re walking down that sidewalk.”)
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more prominent than the other plaques (Modrovich Dep. at 59-60, 62); indeed it is considerably
smaller than the goddess of justice mural that occupies “the main … and most public part of the
Courthouse.” Allegheny County, 492 U.S. at 579; see also Hannegan Dec., ¶ 9 (plaques are
comparable and none occupies a preeminent place).
The Lynch Court upheld the crèche display because the Court was “unable to discern a
greater aid to religion” from the crèche than from constitutionally permitted benefits and
endorsements such as legislative prayers, Sunday Closing laws, tax exemptions for church
property and others. Id. at 681-83. Similarly, the fact that the Commandments have special
significance to persons of various faiths does not bar the County’s display any more than the
special significance of Sunday to some barred Sunday closing laws. See Lynch, 465 U.S. at 683
(citing McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 442 (1961)). “The Court has made it abundantly
clear . . . that not every [practice] that confers an ‘indirect,’ ‘remote,’ or ‘incidental’ benefit upon
[religion] is, for that reason alone, constitutionally invalid.” Id. at 683.
Similarly, in her concurrence in Lynch, Justice O’Connor likened the effect of the
crèche, albeit sectarian, to other “government acknowledgments of religion [which] serve, in the
only ways reasonably possible in our culture, the legitimate secular purposes of solemnizing
public occasions, expressing confidence in the future, and encouraging the recognition of what is
worthy of appreciation in society.” Id. at 693-93. Again, the same is true here. See also
Harrelson Dec., ¶¶ 30-90, 101-07 (Commandments have always had secular content, and have
become more secularized over time); Suhre, 55 F. Supp. at 395 (plaintiffs’ clerical witnesses
testified that Ten Commandments had become ceremonial deisms).
Further, the County has never “[made] adherence to a religion relevant in any way to
[Plaintiffs’] standing in the political community.” Lynch, 465 U.S. at 687 (O'Connor, J.,
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concurring); see Modrovich Dep. at 44-45. Also, Plaintiffs have no evidence of government
entanglement with religion because the Plaque was donated and the County spent no funds in
erecting or maintaining it.
Finally, the fact that the Plaque has been a fixture for nearly 84 years without any
divisive effect confirms that it does not endorse religion. As Justice O’Connor wrote of the
crèche in Lynch (displayed only seasonally for half as many years as the plaque here):
It is significant in this regard that the creche display apparently
caused no political divisiveness prior to the filing of this lawsuit,
although Pawtucket had incorporated the creche in its annual
Christmas display for some years. For these reasons, I conclude
that Pawtucket’s display of the creche does not have the effect of
communicating endorsement of Christianity.
Lynch, 465 U.S. at 693; see also Suhre 55 F. Supp.2d at 398 (“display has enjoyed 67
uninterrupted years on the Courthouse wall without evidence of a single act or effort by the
County to coerce anyone to support or participate in any religion”) (citation omitted).12
A reasonable observer would see the Plaque as intended: a time-honored list of rules
foundational to law and an expression of preference for the Rule of Law over war. The Plaque is
no more an effort to endorse a Jewish or Christian religion than the Justice mural and the
reference to the Courthouse as a “Temple of Justice” is an effort to endorse the pantheistic

12

The Lynch Court and Justice O’Connor’s concurrence rejected the idea that political
divisiveness alone could render unconstitutional an otherwise proper display and stated that a
plaintiff could not create the appearance of divisiveness by commencing a lawsuit. Id. at 683-85,
689. Plaintiffs’ expert’s efforts to establish that the Plaque is largely Protestant are irrelevant
given the context of the display, and ignore the reports that Jewish and Catholic citizens
supported the posting, which reinforces the nondiscriminatory, unifying secular motivation of the
posting. Def. Ex. H, J, L. Similarly, his statement concerning varied interpretations of the
Commandments (see, e.g., Eakin Aff., ¶¶ 14, 20-21) only underscores the fact that people ascribe
different meanings to the text. This is as true for nonreligious interpretation as it is for religious
interpretation. See Harrelson Dec., ¶¶ 30-90, 101-07.
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religions of ancient Greece and Rome. The reasonable observer would view both displays as
having a lasting impact on the Rule of Law, which is most appropriate for a courthouse.
IV. CONCLUSION
The Court should reject Plaintiffs’ efforts to rewrite history and delegitimize the County’s
preservation of its history based on a self-generated “controversy” that would challenge
countless other legitimate historical expressions and artifacts. Summary judgment should be
granted in favor of Allegheny County.
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